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Abstract
Subgraph enumeration is a fundamental task in computer science. Since the number of subgraphs
can be large, some enumeration algorithms exploit compressed representations for efficiency. One
such representation is the Zero-suppressed Binary Decision Diagram (ZDD). ZDDs can represent
the set of subgraphs compactly and support several poly-time queries, such as counting and random
sampling. Researchers have proposed efficient algorithms to construct ZDDs representing the set
of subgraphs under several constraints, which yield fruitful results in many applications. Recently,
Zero-suppressed Sentential Decision Diagrams (ZSDDs) have been proposed as variants of ZDDs.
ZSDDs can be smaller than ZDDs when representing the same set of subgraphs. However, efficient
algorithms to construct ZSDDs are known only for specific types of subgraphs: matchings and paths.
We propose a novel framework to construct ZSDDs representing sets of subgraphs under given
constraints. Using our framework, we can construct ZSDDs representing several sets of subgraphs
such as matchings, paths, cycles, and spanning trees. We show the bound of sizes of constructed
ZSDDs by the branch-width of the input graph, which is smaller than that of ZDDs by the pathwidth. Experiments show that our methods can construct ZSDDs faster than ZDDs and that the
constructed ZSDDs are smaller than ZDDs when representing the same set of subgraphs.
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Introduction

Enumerating subgraphs of a given graph under some constraint is a fundamental task in
computer science. There are enumeration algorithms for several types of subgraphs such as
cliques [5], paths [1], and spanning trees [21]. These algorithms list all subgraphs one by one
in a small amount of time per subgraph. However, such algorithms take at least linear time
and space to the number of subgraphs. Since the number of subgraphs can be exponentially
larger than the size of the input graph, it is trouble when applied to practical problems.
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Instead of explicitly listing subgraphs, some algorithms exploit compressed representations
of sets of subgraphs. One such representation is the Zero-suppressed Binary Decision Diagram
(ZDD) [15]. ZDDs are compact representations of set families. By regarding a subgraph as
its edge set, we can express a set of subgraphs by a ZDD. ZDDs can not only represent set
families compactly but also support several poly-time queries such as counting and random
sampling [15]. In addition, given two ZDDs, we can efficiently construct a ZDD representing
the union or intersection of the set families represented by the input ZDDs in polynomial time
to the sizes of the input ZDDs. Such operations are called Apply operations [4]. Due to these
merits, ZDDs appear in several graph-related applications such as network optimization [10],
network reliability evaluation [7, 8], and balanced graph partitions [12, 16, 17].
A key to use ZDDs effectively for subgraph enumeration is a fast algorithm to construct
a ZDD representing the set of subgraphs. It is time-consuming to construct a ZDD by first
explicitly listing subgraphs and then combining ZDDs using Apply operations. In contrast,
some algorithms can construct ZDDs without explicitly listing subgraphs. Such algorithms
are called top-down construction algorithms, while algorithms using Apply operations are
called bottom-up. Researchers have proposed top-down construction algorithms for ZDDs
representing several sets of subgraphs [20, 7, 14]. Kawahara et al. [13] generalized the
algorithms to obtain a general framework of top-down construction algorithms for ZDDs.
Using the framework, we can construct ZDDs representing the sets of subgraphs under several
constraints, such as the number of edges, degrees of vertices, and connectivity of vertices. By
combining these fundamental constraints, we can specify several types of subgraphs, such as
matchings, paths, cycles, and spanning trees.
Recently, Zero-suppressed Sentential Decision Diagrams (ZSDDs) [18] have been proposed
as different representations of set families. Since ZSDDs are generalizations of ZDDs, ZSDDs
are at least as compact as ZDDs. In theory, there exist set families that have polynomial
ZSDD sizes but exponential ZDD sizes [3]. In addition, ZSDDs inherit some poly-time queries
of ZDDs: counting, random sampling, and Apply operations. Thus, a natural question is:
Can we design top-down construction algorithms for ZSDDs representing sets of subgraphs?
The question is partially answered in an affirmative way by Nishino et al. [19]. They proposed
top-down construction algorithms for ZSDDs representing sets of specific types of subgraphs:
matchings and paths. The sizes of constructed ZSDDs by their algorithms are bounded by the
branch-width of the input graph [19], while those of ZDDs are bounded by the path-width [11].
Since the branch-width of a graph never exceeds the path-width [2], ZSDDs have tighter
upper bounds than ZDDs. The efficiency of their algorithms was confirmed in experiments.
Despite such striking results, their algorithms are specific to matchings and paths.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework of top-down construction algorithms for
ZSDDs. To design a top-down construction algorithm using our framework, one only has to
prove a recursive formula for the desired set of subgraphs. Using the recursive formula, we can
theoretically show the correctness and the complexity of the algorithm, which was difficult
with the existing method. We apply our framework to the three fundamental constraints
used in ZDDs: the number of edges, degrees of vertices, and connectivity of vertices. We
show that the sizes of constructed ZSDDs are bounded by the branch-width of the input
graph, not only for matchings and paths. Experiments show that proposed methods can
construct ZSDDs faster than ZDDs and that the constructed ZSDDs are smaller than ZDDs
representing the same sets of subgraphs.
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(a) A vtree.
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(b) A ZSDD.

Figure 1 A vtree and a ZSDD that respects the vtree.
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Preliminaries

2.1

Graphs

Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set. |V |
and |E| denote the number of vertices and edges, respectively. For edge subset S ⊆ E, the
induced subgraph G[S] is the subgraph (V [S], S), where V [S] ⊆ V is the set of vertices to
which an edge in S is incident. In the following, we identify S with G[S]. For S ⊆ E and
u ∈ V , the degree deg(S, u) of u in S is the number of edges incident to u in S.

2.2

(X, Y)-partition and vtree

Let f and g be set families. We define three operations between set families. We define union ∪,
intersection ∩, and join t as f ∪ g = {a | a ∈ f or a ∈ g}, f ∩ g = {a | a ∈ f and a ∈ g}, and
f t g = {a ∪ b | a ∈ f and b ∈ g}, respectively.
I Definition 1. Let f be a set family, and X, Y be a partition of the universe of f . Set
family f can be written as
f=

h
[

[pi t si ],

(1)

i=1

where pi and si are the set families whose universes are X and Y, respectively. The equation
is an (X, Y)-decomposition. We call p1 , . . . , ph primes and s1 , . . . , sh subs. If the primes
are exclusive ( pi ∩ pj = ∅ for all i 6= j ), the decomposition is an (X, Y)-partition. 1
I Example 2. Let f1 be the family of subsets of U1 = {A, B, C, D} that contain exactly
two elements. It follows that f1 = {{A, B} , {A, C} , {A, D} , {B, C} , {B, D} , {C, D}}. For
X1 = {B} and Y1 = {A, C, D}, an (X1 , Y1 )-partition of f1 is
f1 = [ {∅} t f21 ] ∪ [{{B}} t f22 ],
|{z} |{z}
| {z } |{z}
prime

sub

prime

(2)

sub

where f21 = {{A, C} , {A, D} , {C, D}} and f22 = {{A} , {C} , {D}}.
1

In [18], an (X, Y)-decomposition is called an (X, Y)-partition if the primes are exclusive and consistent
(pi 6= ∅ for all i). For simplicity, we do not require consistency for (X, Y)-partitions. If we construct a
ZSDD without consistency, we can make their primes consistent in linear time to the ZSDD size [19].
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The universe of f21 and f22 is U2 = {A, C, D}. For X2 = {A, D} and Y2 = {C}, an
(X2 , Y2 )-partition of f21 is
f21 = [{{A, D}} t {∅} ] ∪ [{{A} , {D}} t {{C}}].
|
{z
} | {z }
| {z } |{z}
prime

sub

prime

(3)

sub

A ZSDD represents a set family by recursively applying (X, Y)-partitions to decompose
the family into sub-families, where the order of partitions is determined by a vtree. A vtree
is a rooted, ordered, and full binary tree whose leaves correspond to elements of the universe.
Figure 1a shows an example. Symbols appearing in leaves represent corresponding elements,
and symbols beside nodes represent their names. Each internal node represents a partition of
the universe into two subsets: elements appearing in the left and right subtrees. We denote
the left and right children of node v by v l and v r , respectively. In the figure, root node
v1 represents the (X1 , Y1 )-partition of the universe U1 = {A, B, C, D} where X1 = {B}
and Y1 = {A, C, D}. Similarly, node v2 represents the (X2 , Y2 )-partition of the universe
U2 = {A, C, D} where X2 = {A, D} and Y2 = {C}. To avoid confusion, we call vtree nodes
vnodes, ZSDD nodes znodes, and graph nodes vertices. We represent them as vi , zi , and ui .

2.3

Zero-suppressed Sentential Decision Diagrams

A ZSDD is recursively defined as follows. ZSDD α respects vnode v if the order of (X, Y)partitions in α follows the vtree whose root is v. hαi denotes the set family that α represents.
I Definition 3. α is a ZSDD that respects vnode v if and only if:
α = ε or α = ⊥. (Semantics: hεi = {∅} and h⊥i = ∅.)
α = X or α = ±X and v is a leaf with element X. (Semantics: hXi = {{X}} and
h±Xi = {{X} , ∅}.)
α = {(p1 , s1 ), . . . , (ph , sh )}, v is internal, p1 , . . . , ph are ZSDDs that respect a vnode in
the subtree whose root is v l , s1 , . . . , sh are ZSDDs that respect a vnode in the subtree
Sh
whose root is v r , and hp1 i, . . . , hph i are exclusive. (Semantics: hαi = i=1 [hpi i t hsi i].)
If a ZSDD is either ε, ⊥, X, or ±X, it is a terminal. Otherwise, it is a decomposition.
Figure 1b shows an example ZSDD that represents set family f1 in Example 2 and respects the
vtree in Figure 1a. A circle node and its child rectangle nodes represent an (X, Y)-partition.
The symbol in a circle node indicates the vnode that the decomposition respects. A pair of
rectangle nodes represent a prime-sub pair in an (X, Y)-partition where the left and right are
prime p and sub s, respectively. Every p and s is either a terminal ZSDD or a pointer to a
decomposition ZSDD. Circle nodes are decomposition znodes, and rectangle nodes are element
znodes. For example, znodes z1 and z2 represent the (X, Y)-partitions in Equations (2)
and (3), respectively. The size of a ZSDD is the sum of the sizes of (X, Y)-partitions in the
ZSDD. The size of the ZSDD in Figure 1b is 9. 2

3

A novel framework of top-down ZSDD construction

We present a novel framework of top-down ZSDD construction. Our framework is partially
identical to that of Nishino et al.’s [19], but we modify it so that we can design algorithms
easily for several constraints. Algorithm 1 shows the framework. The algorithm takes graph
G and the root vnode as its inputs and returns a ZSDD representing a set of subgraphs
2

The size of a ZDD is defined as the number of nodes. [15] This is because, every node of a ZDD has
exactly two children. In contrast, nodes of a ZSDD may have different number of children, and thus the
size of a ZSDD is defined as the number of arcs.
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Algorithm 1 A top-down construction algorithm.

1
2
3
4

Input
: A graph G = (V, E) and the root vtree node v
Output : A ZSDD representing a set of subgraphs of G
Z[v] ← rootState()
construct(v, Z)
Z ← reduce(Z)
return Z

Algorithm 2 construct(v, Z).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

for z ∈ Z[v] do
elems ← ∅
for (ml , mr ) ∈ decomp(v, z) do
for ◦ ∈ {l, r} do
if v ◦ is a leaf vnode then z ◦ ← terminal(v ◦ , m◦ )
else z ◦ ← unique(v ◦ , m◦ , Z)



elems ← elems ∪ (z l , z r )
Set elems as the child znodes of z
for ◦ ∈ {l, r} do
if v ◦ is an internal vnode then construct(v ◦ , Z)

of G. Z[v] stores a set of decomposition znodes that respect vnode v. Since a ZSDD is
represented as a set of decomposition znodes, the set of Z[v]’s for all internal vnodes v can
be seen as a ZSDD. The algorithm first calls rootState(), which returns the root znode. The
procedure depends on the types of subgraphs. The algorithm next calls construct(v, Z), which
recursively construct child znodes of znodes respecting v. If we naively construct znodes,
the number of child znodes grows exponentially. We thus merge equivalent znodes during
the construction of a ZSDD. Here, two znodes are equivalent if they respect the same vnode
and represent the same family of sets. To detect equivalent znodes efficiently, we attach
a label to each znode. The labels must be defined depending on the types of subgraphs
so that two znodes are equivalent if they respect the same vnode and have the same label.
We explain how to design labels in Section 4. The constructed ZSDD may have redundant
znodes. Function reduce(Z) deletes such znodes.
Algorithm 2 shows function construct(v, Z). The function is called only for internal
vnodes. In [19], the procedure of construct(v, Z) was designed depending on whether v l is a
leaf or not. Instead, we treat all internal vnodes in the same way, which makes it easy to
design algorithms for several constraints. For each znode z in Z[v], the function calculates
the prime-sub pairs corresponding to z. We first initialize the set of prime-sub pairs elems to
the empty set (Line 2). Function decomp(v, z) receives vnode v and znode z that respects v,
and returns the set of pairs of labels corresponding to the prime-sub pairs (Line 3). For each
◦ ∈ {l, r}, if v ◦ is a leaf vnode, we set znode z ◦ to a terminal (Line 5). Function terminal(v, m)
receives leaf vnode v and label m, and returns an appropriate terminal depending on the
types of subgraphs. If v ◦ is an internal vnode, we call unique(v, m, Z) (Line 6). The function
receives vnode v and label m, and checks whether Z[v] contains a znode with label m. If
such a znode exists, the function returns its address. Otherwise, the function creates a new
znode that respects v and has label m, stores it into Z[v], and returns its address. We add
the prime-sub pair (z l , z r ) into elems (Line 7). After generating all the prime-sub pairs, we
set elems as the child znodes of z (Line 8). Finally, for each ◦ ∈ {l, r} such that v ◦ is an
internal vnode, we call construct(v ◦ , Z) to recursively construct sub-ZSDDs (Lines 9–10).
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The functions reduce(Z) and unique(v, m, Z) can be designed regardless of the types
of subgraphs [19]. In contrast, the definition of labels and the procedures of rootState(),
terminal(v, m), and decomp(v, z) heavily depend on the types of subgraphs. To easily design
them for several constraints, we relate a recursive formula for the desired set of subgraphs to
top-down ZSDD construction. Intuitively, in our framework, internal vnodes correspond to
recursion steps, while leaf vnodes correspond to base cases. Therefore, we only have to prove
a recursive formula for the desired set of subgraphs. The recursive formula directly leads to
the definition of labels and the procedures of subroutines. We can also show the correctness
of the algorithm and the bound of the constructed ZSDD size from the recursive formula.

4

Subroutines for several constraints

We apply our framework to three fundamental constraints: the number of edges, degrees of
vertices, and connectivity of vertices. By combining these constraints, we can specify several
types of subgraphs. For each constraint, we show a recursive formula for the set of subgraphs
satisfying the constraint. Using the recursive formula, we derive subroutines and bound the
sizes of constructed ZSDDs. The proofs are omitted due to the space limitation.

4.1

Cardinality

Given graph G = (V, E), vtree T whose leaves are labeled by the elements of E, and nonnegative integer k ∗ , we construct a ZSDD that represents the family of sets with exactly k ∗
elements. We can also construct a ZSDD that represents the family of sets with at most
or at least k ∗ elements (details are omitted). In the following, we focus on the “exactly k ∗ ”
constraint. For vnode v, let E(v) ⊆ E be the set of graph edges that correspond to the leaf
vnodes of the sub-vtree whose root is v. For vnode v and non-negative integer k, let f (v, k)
be the family of subsets of E(v) with k elements, that is, f (v, k) = {S | S ⊆ E(v), |S| = k}.
The desired family is f (v root , k ∗ ), where v root is the root vnode of T . For leaf vnode v, `(v)
denotes the element corresponding to v. We show a recursive formula for f (v, k).
I Lemma 4. Let v be a
the following hold:



{∅}
f (v, k) = {{`(v)}}


∅

vnode, and k be a non-negative integer. If v is a leaf vnode, then

(k = 0)
(k = 1)

(4)

(otherwise)

If v is internal, the following is an (E(v l ), E(v r ))-partition:
f (v, k) =

k
[


f (v l , i) t f (v r , k − i) .

(5)

i=0

Using the recursive formula, we can design the subroutines of the framework. We use nonnegative integers as znode labels. For znode z that respects vnode v, the label of z indicates
the number of elements that should be adopted from E(v). Function rootState() returns
the root znode with label k ∗ , since the desired family is f (v root , k ∗ ). Algorithm 3 shows the
subroutines terminal(v, k) and decomp(v, z). terminal(v, k) is obtained from Equation (4). If
k = 0, it returns ε since hεi = {∅} (Line 1). If k = 1, it returns `(v) since h`(v)i = {{`(v)}}
(Line 2). Otherwise, it returns ⊥ since h⊥i = ∅ (Line 3). Similarly, decomp(v, z) is obtained
from Equation (5). The function initializes elems to the empty set (Line 4). Let k be the
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Algorithm 3 Subroutines for the cardinality constraint.

1
2
3

Function : terminal(v, k)
if k = 0 then return ε
else if k = 1 then return `(v)
else return ⊥

(a) After construct(v1 , Z).

7

Function : decomp(v, z)
elems ← ∅
Let k be the label of z
for i ∈ [0, k] do
elems ← elems ∪ {(i, k − i)}

8

return elems

4
5
6

(b) After construct(v2 , Z).

(c) After construct(v3 , Z).

Figure 2 Intermediate ZSDDs for the cardinality constraint.

label of z (Line 5). If the prime has label 0 ≤ i ≤ k, then the sub has label k − i. Thus,
we add the pair (i, k − i) to elems (Lines 6–7). Finally, we return elems (Line 8). The
correctness of the algorithm directly follows from the correctness of Lemma 4.
I Example 5. Let us construct a ZSDD that represents the family of subsets of {A, B, C, D}
with exactly two elements. We use the vtree in Figure 1a. First, rootState() creates root
znode z1 with label 2 and stores it into Z[v1 ]. The function then calls construct(v1 , Z). Z[v1 ]
contains only one znode z1 . Since z1 has label 2, decomp(v1 , z1 ) returns {(0, 2), (1, 1), (2, 0)}.
The function first processes label pair (0, 2). Since v1l = v4 is a leaf vnode, the function
calls terminal(v4 , 0), which returns ε. Since v1r = v2 is not a leaf vnode, the function calls
unique(v2 , 2, Z). It creates new decomposition znode z2 that respects v4 and has label 2,
stores it into Z[v4 ], and returns its address. Similarly, for label pair (1, 1), the corresponding
prime-sub pair is calculated as (B, z3 ), where z3 is a new decomposition znode that respects
v2 and has label 1. As for label pair (2, 0), since the universe of the prime contains only one
element, we discard this pair. As a result, the function set the prime-sub pairs (ε, z2 ) and
(B, z3 ) as child znodes of z1 . Figure 2a shows the current intermediate ZSDD. Since v1l = v4
is a leaf vnode and v1r = v2 is an internal vnode, the function calls only construct(v2 , Z).
We go on to construct(v2 , Z). Z[v2 ] contains two znodes z2 and z3 . The function processes
z2 first. Since z2 has label 2, decomp(v2 , z2 ) returns {(2, 0), (1, 1), (0, 2)}. However, (0, 2)
is discarded because the universe of the sub only contains one element. As a result, the
prime-sub pairs are calculated as {(z4 , ε), (z5 , C)}, where z4 and z5 are new decomposition
znodes that respect v3 . The labels of z4 and z5 are 2 and 1, respectively. The function
processes z3 next. decomp(v2 , z3 ) returns {(1, 0), (0, 1)}. Here, znode z5 with label 1 already
exists in Z[v3 ], and thus unique(v3 , 1, Z) returns z5 . As a result, the set of prime-sub pairs is
{(z5 , ε), (z6 , C)}, where z6 is a new znode that respects v3 and has label 0. Figure 2b shows
the current intermediate ZSDD. Finally, construct(v3 , Z) is called and Figure 2c shows the
resulting ZSDD. By calling reduce(Z), the ZSDD can be trimmed as Figure 1b.
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(a) A graph.

(b) Subgraphs.

Figure 3 A graph and its subgraphs satisfying a degree constraint.

Using Lemma 4, we can also bound the size of the constructed ZSDD.
I Theorem 6. If α is the ZSDD obtained by Algorithm 3, the size of α is O(|E|k 2 ).

4.2

Degree

We denote a given degree constraint by function δ ∗ : V → N, where N is the set of nonnegative integers. For subgraph S ⊆ E, we say that S satisfies δ ∗ if deg(S, u) = δ ∗ (u) holds
for all u ∈ V . For example, for the graph shown in Figure 3a and degree constraint δ ∗ such
that δ ∗ (u1 ) = δ ∗ (u4 ) = 1 and δ ∗ (u2 ) = δ ∗ (u3 ) = 2, there are two subgraphs satisfying δ ∗ as
shown in Figure 3b. Given G, T , and δ ∗ , we construct a ZSDD representing the set of all
subgraphs satisfying δ ∗ . When a subgraph satisfies δ ∗ , for every vertex u, the degree of u in
a subgraph must be “exactly” δ ∗ (u). Although we mainly discuss this “exact” constraint, we
can easily modify the algorithm to deal with “at most” or “at least” constraints.
Similarly to Lemma 4, we show a recursive formula for the set of subgraphs satisfying the
degree constraint. For vnode v, V (v) denotes the set of vertices to which an edge in E(v) is
incident. Let us consider a degree constraint whose domain is limited to V (v) as function
δ : V (v) → N. We define f (v, δ) as the family of subsets of E(v) such that, for all u ∈ V (v)
and S ∈ f (v, δ), degree deg(S, u) equals δ(u). We show a recursive formula for f (v, δ).
I Lemma 7. Let v be a vnode, and δ be a function from V (v) to N. If v is a leaf vnode, let
u1 and u2 be the endpoints of graph edge `(v). Then, the following hold:


(δ(u1 ) = δ(u2 ) = 0)

{∅}
f (v, δ) = {{`(v)}} (δ(u1 ) = δ(u2 ) = 1)
(6)


∅
(otherwise)
If v is internal, the following is an (E(v l ), E(v r ))-partition:
[
f (v, δ) =
[f (v l , δ l ) t f (v r , δ r )],

(7)

(δ l ,δ r )∈P (v,δ)

where P (v, δ) is the set of pairs of functions δ l : V (v l ) → N and δ r : V (v r ) → N such that
∀u ∈ V (v l ) ∩ V (v r ),
l

r

r

l

∀u ∈ V (v ) \ V (v ),
∀u ∈ V (v ) \ V (v ),

δ l (u) + δ r (u) = δ(u),

(8)

l

(9)

r

(10)

δ (u) = δ(u),
δ (u) = δ(u).

For vnode v, the frontier of v is F (v) = V (v l ) ∩ V (v r ). Let us consider the graph
shown in Figure 3a and the degree constraint δ ∗ , which we defined above. For vnode v, let
E(v l ) = {A, B, C} and E(v r ) = {D, E}. It follows that F (v) is {u2 , u3 }. Figure 4a shows
the current situation. The set of red (solid) and blue (dashed) edges are E(v l ) and E(v r ),
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(b) Prime-sub pairs.

Figure 4 A graph and corresponding prime-sub pairs.

respectively. The set of vertices in the shaded area is F (v). We can interpret Equations (7)
to (10) as follows. For vertex u ∈ V (v l ) \ V (v r ), δ(u) edges in E(v l ) must be incident to u,
and thus δ l (u) = δ(u) (Equation (9)). A similar statement holds for vertices in V (v r ) \ V (v l )
(Equation (10)). The remaining vertices are in F (v). For vertex u ∈ F (v), both edges in
E(v l ) and E(v r ) are incident to u. Here, we guess how many edges in E(v l ) are incident to
u. This results in generating nine prime-sub pairs, as shown in Figure 4b. We can construct
the ZSDD by recursively applying Lemma 7. Here we use δ as a label of a znode.
Let us analyze the sizes of ZSDDs constructed by our algorithm. The width of a vtree is
maxv∈in(T ) V (v l ) ∩ V (v r ), where in(T ) is the set of internal vnodes.
I Theorem 8. If α is the ZSDD representing f (v root , δ ∗ ) obtained by our algorithm, the size
of α is O(|E|d2W ), where d = maxu∈V δ ∗ (u) + 1 and W is the width of the input vtree.
There exists a vtree whose width equals the branch-width of the graph [19]. Given such a
vtree, the ZSDD size is O(|E|d2bw(G) ), where bw(G) is the branch-width of G.

4.3

Spanning tree

We construct a ZSDD representing the set of all spanning trees of G. With a few modifications,
we can also construct a ZSDD representing the set of all connected subgraphs. We introduce
S
some notation. If vertices u, u0 are connected in subgraph S ⊆ E, we write u ∼ u0 . Note
S
that ∼ is an equivalence relation on V ; an equivalence class (a set of vertices) is a connected
component of S. Two vertex subsets C, C 0 ⊆ V are connected if there exist u ∈ C and u0 ∈ C 0
S
S
S
S
with u ∼ u0 ; we write this as C ∼ C 0 . We also write u ∼ C 0 if C ∼ C 0 for C = {u}.
For vnode v, let C be a partition of vertex set F (v), that is, C = {C1 , . . . , Cg } where
Sg
Ci ⊆ F (v) is a vertex set satisfying Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ for i 6= j and i=1 Ci = F (v). Let
R = {R1 , . . . , Rn } be a disjoint set family defined over vertex sets in C, that is, Ri ⊆ C and
Ri ∩ Rj = ∅ for all i 6= j. Let U (R) = {C | ∃i : C ∈ Ri }. Function Same(R, C, C 0 ) returns
true if there exists Ri ∈ R such that C, C 0 ∈ Ri , otherwise false. To represent the set
of all spanning trees, we define f (v, C, R) as the set of subgraphs S ⊆ E(v) satisfying the
following:
S
for every C1 , C2 ∈ U (R), C1 ∼ C2 holds if and only if Same(R, C1 , C2 ) = true,
S
for every C ∈ C \ U (R), there exists a unique C 0 ∈ U (R) such that C ∼ C 0 . Similarly,
S
for every u ∈ V (v) \ F (v), there exists a unique C 0 ∈ U (R) such that u ∼ C 0 , and
S does not contain a cycle.
Intuitively, C represents the sets of equivalent vertices. That is, vertices in the same vertex
group C ∈ C are regarded to be connected. R represents the connectivity constraints over
such equivalent sets of vertices. The first condition above requires that two vertex subsets
C and C 0 must be connected in S if and only if they appear in the same R ∈ R. The
second condition requires that, every equivalent vertex subset appearing in V (v) but does
not appear in R must be connected to a vertex subset C 0 appearing in R. The third
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Algorithm 4 Subroutines for spanning trees.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Function : terminal(v, (C, R))
Let u1 and u2 be the endpoints of the graph edge `(v)
if Same(C, u1 , u2 ) = true then
Let C ∈ C be the set containing u1 and u2
if C ∈ U (R) then return ε else return ⊥
else
Let C1 , C2 ∈ C be the sets containing u1 and u2 , respectively
if neither C1 nor C2 is in U (R) then return ⊥
else if exactly one of C1 or C2 is in U (R) then return `(v)
else
if Same(R, C1 , C2 ) = true then return `(v) else return ε
Function : decomp(v, z)
elems ← ∅
Let (C, R) be the label of z


C l ← C ∩ F (v l ) C ∈ C, C ∩ F (v l ) 6= ∅ ∪ {u} u ∈ F (v l ) \ F (v)
for Rl ∈ enumPartition(C l ) do
if isCompatible(C, R, Rl ) = true then
C r , Rr ← calcSubState(C, R, Rl )

elems ← elems ∪ ((C l , Rl ), (C r , Rr ))

condition is for acyclicity. The set of all spanning trees of G is f (v root , C ∗ , R∗ ), where
C ∗ = {{u} | u ∈ F (v root )} and R∗ = {{C}} for an arbitrary C ∈ C ∗ since initially there are
no equivalent vertices and all vertices must be connected to form a spanning tree.
Unfortunately, it is quite complicated to show a recursive formula for f (v, C, R) and prove
it theoretically. Thus, we show pseudo-code of subroutines and explain the behavior using an
example. We use (C, R) as a znode label. rootState() returns the root znode label (C ∗ , R∗ ).
Algorithm 4 shows functions terminal(v, (C, R)) and decomp(v, z). terminal(v, (C, R)) returns
an appropriate terminal with respect to the label of z. Let u1 and u2 be the endpoints of
edge `(v). We first consider the case that u1 and u2 are contained in the same vertex group
C ∈ C (Lines 2–4). If C 6∈ U (R), C must be connected to some C 0 ∈ U (R). However, now
we have C = {C}, and thus there is no such C 0 . Therefore, we return ⊥. If C ∈ U (R), to
avoid generating a cycle, we must not adopt edge `(v). Thus we return ε. We next consider
the case that u1 and u2 are contained in different sets C1 , C2 ∈ C (Lines 5–10). If neither C1
nor C2 appear in constraints R, they must be connected to some C 0 ∈ U (R), but there are
no such C 0 . Thus we return ⊥ (Line 7). If either of C1 or C2 appears in R, the unconstrained
one must be connected with the other one, which has a constraint in R. Thus we return `(v)
(Line 8). If both C1 and C2 appear in R, we return the corresponding terminal depending on
whether they appear in the same Ri ∈ R or not. If so, edge `(v) must be adopted, and thus
we return `(v). Otherwise, the edge must not be adopted, and thus we return ε (Lines 9–10).
We go on to decomp(v, z). We first enumerate all possible set of constraints Rl of the
prime. Since Rl is a partition of vertex groups C, function enumPartition(C l ) enumerates
all partitions of C l . There may be partitions of C l that are not compatible with (C, R); If
C1 ∈ Ri and C2 ∈ Rj for Ri , Rj ∈ R where i 6= j, they must not appear in the same
R ∈ Rl . In addition, for every constraint R ∈ Rl , a vertex in F (v l ) must appear in some
C ∈ R in order to obtain a spanning tree. If both conditions are satisfied, Rl is compatible
with (C, R). Function isCompatible(C, R, Rl ) returns true if Rl is compatible with (C, R),
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(b) Prime-sub pairs.

Figure 5 Label of the connectivity constraint and corresponding prime-sub pairs.

otherwise false. calcSubState(C, R, Rl ) calculates C r and Rr from its arguments. Intuitively,
C r and Rr are obtained by updating equivalent vertex groups in C by assuming constraints
in Rl are satisfied. Let us give an example. Figure 5a shows a label and Figure 5b shows
the corresponding prime-sub pairs. Five vertices u1 , . . . , u5 are on the frontier. We assume
F (v l ) = F (v r ) = F (v) in this example. In Figure 5a, the vertices are partitioned into three
equivalency groups C = {C1 , C2 , C3 }, where C1 = {u1 , u2 }, C2 = {u3 , u4 }, and C3 = {u5 }.
C is further partitioned into R = {{C1 } , {C2 , C3 }}. C and R are depicted by solid and
dashed rectangles, respectively. There are only two Rl ’s that are compatible with (C, R):
Rl1 = {{C1 } , {C2 } , {C3 }} and Rl2 = {{C1 } , {C2 , C3 }}. calcSubState(C, R, Rl1 ) returns
(C1r , Rr1 ), where C1r = {C1 , C2 , C3 } and Rr1 = {{C1 } , {C2 , C3 }}. calcSubState(C, R, Rl2 )
returns (C2r , Rr2 ), where C2r = {C1 , C4 }, Rr2 = {{C1 } , {C4 }}, and C4 = C2 ∪C3 = {u3 , u4 , u5 }.
Finally, the following theorem states the bound of constructed ZSDD size.
I Theorem 9. If α is a ZSDD representing the set of all spanning trees constructed by our
top-down algorithm, the size of α is O(|E|W 3W ), where W is the width of the vtree.
As discussed in Section 4.2, there exists a vtree whose width equals the branch-width of
the graph. Given such a vtree, the size of a constructed ZSDD is O(|E|bw(G)3bw(G) ).

5

Experiments

We conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed top-down construction
algorithms for ZSDDs in the same way as an existing paper [19]. The vtrees for ZSDDs are
obtained by a practical algorithm to find a branch decomposition with a small width [6]. To
implement the top-down algorithm for ZDDs, we use the top-down algorithm for ZSDDs
with a limitation that vtrees must be right-linear. Here, a vtree is right-linear if, for every
internal vnode, its left child is a leaf. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between
ZDDs with ZSDDs using right-linear vtrees, by inputting right-linear vtrees, we can simulate
ZDD construction. We use two element orders for ZDDs. The first one uses the order
obtained by a breadth-first traversal of input graphs, as is used in graphillion [9], a library
that implements a top-down construction algorithm for ZDDs. The other one uses the order
induced from the vtrees used in the proposed method. Here we say an order is induced if a
left-right traversal of a vtree gives the visiting order of variables [22]. We use the benchmark
graphs of [19]: TSPLIB and RomeGraph. We constructed ZSDDs representing two types of
subgraphs: 1) maximum degree at most two and 2) spanning trees. All code was written in
C++ and compiled by g++-5.4.0 with -O3 option. All experiments were conducted on a
machine with Intel Xeon W-2133 3.60 GHz CPU and 256 GB RAM.
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Table 1 Results of constructing ZSDDs and ZDDs representing the set of all subgraphs whose
maximum degrees are at most 2.

instance
att48
berlin52
eil51
grafo10106
grafo10124
grafo10153
grafo10183
grafo10184
grafo10204
grafo10223

|V |
48
52
51
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

|E|
130
145
142
119
139
136
132
140
148
135

TD
381
1021
1012
5
9237
3784
132
4981
156529
863

Time (ms)
Z(b)
Z(v)
6801
2291
36354
247736
46524
2617
16
40842
4658
- 157837
- 119366
- 303366
5956

TD
194786
807660
774280
2658
3060950
832943
80127
1006210
15712819
330554

Size
Z(b)
1065745
27277682
15461
-

Z(v)
507169
5229861
5974875
7529
3283397
561283
4088915
2002968
19847326
826121

Table 2 Results of constructing ZSDDs and ZDDs representing the set of all spanning trees.

instance
att48
berlin52
eil51
ulysses22
grafo10106
grafo10183
grafo10223
grafo10248

|V |
48
52
51
22
100
100
100
100

|E|
130
145
142
56
119
132
135
126

TD
3494
11826
25828
39
28
2866
48563
301

Time (ms)
Z(b)
Z(v)
103871
3005
62706
94272
3391
65
221161
53
- 538878
- 128097
195249
672

TD
279613
937746
838254
3036
1756
224373
1009299
16524

Size
Z(b)
5098205
520035
836212
1617024

Z(v)
387715
3194017
7178190
16762
4057
16414697
7313087
47605

Tables 1 and 2 show the results. In the tables, TD means the proposed method. Z(b)
and Z(v) indicate top-down methods for ZDDs that employ breadth-first ordering and vtree
traversing ordering, respectively. The empty fields indicate failure to complete within 600
seconds. We omit the instances for which all the methods finished within a second and at
most one method finished within 600 seconds. In almost all cases, TD ran fastest and the
sizes of ZSDDs are smaller than those of ZDDs. For example, for spanning trees (Table 2),
the time of TD is up to 7898 times faster than Z(b), and 188 times faster than Z(v). The
size of TD is up to 476 times smaller than Z(b) and 73 times smaller than Z(v). These
results show the efficiency of our method. Using constructed ZDDs and ZSDDs, we can also
enumerate subgraphs explicitly in polynomial time per subgraph [15, 18].

6

Concluding remarks

We have proposed a novel framework of algorithms for top-down ZSDD construction. We
have shown the solid subroutines for three fundamental constraints: the number of edges,
degree of vertices, and connectivity of vertices. We have shown the sizes of constructed
ZSDDs can be bounded by the branch-width of the input graph. Experiments confirmed
the efficiency of our method. Using Apply operations, we can combine several constraints.
For example, we can extract connected subgraphs from ZSDD α by constructing ZSDD β
representing the set of all connected subgraphs and computing α ∩ β. We believe that our
framework can be used to solve various real-world problems.
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